
Written By Stacy Manning
Stacy Manning is a registered nurse, post-adoption family coach, and educator. She 
and her husband are raising six teenagers, three adopted and three biological. In 
2011, Stacy created Hope Connections, which provides family coaching sessions 
to current and prospective adoptive parents across the U.S., and offers workshops, 
sensory tools, and a hands-on learning system. In 2013, she wrote Adoptive Parent, 
Intentional Parent: A Formula for Building & Maintaining Your Child’s Safety Net. 
Learn more at www.tohavehope.com.

As a biological parent of three boys, I felt confident as a mom.  I 
often said that when I died they could write on my headstone: “She 
was a good mom.”  When my boys were 2, 3, and 5, we adopted 
three girls from Russia—also 2, 3, and 5.  My life changed drastically; 
many days I no longer felt like that good mom.  It became clear 
to me that to be a good adoptive mother I had to do things very 
differently.  I wasn’t going to be able to rely on what worked before 
or parent the way I was raised.

Adopted children or those who have been in foster care have one 
thing in common—the loss of their original primary attachment.  
This huge loss creates many hurdles for children.  It alters how they 
relate to the world and form relationships.  Trauma, combined with 
the loss of a primary attachment figure, saddle some children with 
challenges.  Many of these challenges can be invisible.  Others are 
easier to see, including problematic behaviors, difficulties making 
friends and building relationships, and low self-esteem.  These 
challenges are too often unexpected and misunderstood.

It is difficult to parent a child who has already lost a parent.  The 
child’s fear of experiencing another loss and his beliefs about 
whether he deserves love, combined with the effects of trauma, 
makes being an adoptive or foster parent a whole new ball game.

New Rules for an Old Game
As adoptive and foster parents, we are most likely to succeed if we 
become intentional parents.  Intentional parents:
• Meet children where they are, physically and psychologically. 

Intentional parents must seek to know their child’s history and 
understand how abandonment and trauma shape children.  They 
then make parenting choices based on that knowledge.  The key 
to success is truly seeing the whole picture of the child.

• Parent differently than you thought you would. To give children 
a sense of safety, we need to start from emotional age 0, no 
matter how old they are.  We need to protect their emotional 
safety, which can mean responding differently than we do with 
other children of the same age.

• Commit to parenting for as long as it takes.  Children may have 

missed developmental steps, be behind in learning, or be less 
able to develop social skills and maintain relationships.  Their 
emotional age often does not match their real age.  They need 
and deserve as much time as it takes to catch up.

• Build a safety net for children.  In a healthy biological family, an 
infant enters the world with a safety net based on her primary 
attachment.  Children in foster care and adoption come with 
a net that is no longer intact.  It is our job to create a safety 
system they can rely on.  An effective net offers an unwavering 
assurance of the basic survival needs.

Intentional parents build and maintain the net by responding in 
a sensitive, caring, and consistent way to the child’s physical and 
psychological needs.  This shows the child that we recognize and can 
meet his specific needs.  By responding consistently and with care, 
we create and maintain an environment in which a child internalizes 
the belief that she is worthy of love, is capable of positively affecting 
the world, and has the potential to accomplish anything.

Create a Game Plan
With biological children, we can sometimes rely on similar thinking 
patterns or shared past history.  In adoption or foster care, parents 
typically have to be more intentional to help children heal.  So to 
create a strong safety net, we must have a game plan.  And the plan 
must be created and facilitated by the adoptive or foster parents; 
they are their children’s best chance at healing.

The plan to build the safety net begins by creating the first row 
of knots—the foundation for the entire net.  This first row 
includes providing for basic needs; making the child’s world 
smaller (introducing new people, places, things slowly, and limiting 
choices); parenting to the child’s emotional age; remaining neutral; 
understanding attachment styles; communicating; promoting 
exploration through sensory input; and taking care of yourself.

By following the healing formula below, parents can begin to create a 
plan to build each knot in the safety net:
1. Look at your own stuff.  We should understand our own 

expectations of adopting or fostering.  Then we can identify 
when our “stuff ” is getting in the way of helping our child heal.
Are we whole without this adoption or are we trying to fulfill 
needs, wants, or old wounds?  Is our selfworth defined by the 
quality of our relationship with our child?  It is important to 
separate our struggles from our children’s.  We need to claim 
our stuff, work through it, grieve what must be grieved, and then 
move it out of the way!                       CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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2. Educate yourself.  We must become a walking encyclopedia 
about our children and about children who have experienced 
trauma and loss.  Intentional parents seek every bit of 
information available—as many details of our child’s story 
as we can find, the ins and outs of every diagnosis he has or 
could have, and information about the effects of trauma and 
loss.  This is an ongoing effort as we learn more daily about 
the neurological and emotional effects of trauma and other 
challenges.  Once we have information, we have to think about 
how it manifests itself in our children.

3. Use tools and techniques that work.  To create a strong row 
of knots in the safety net, we must use proven strategies to 
accomplish our goals, including tools we may not have used 
before.  In the section that follows are some techniques for 
the first knot—to meet a child’s basic needs.  Other specific 
tools are covered in the book Adoptive Parent, Intentional 
Parent.  We can also learn effective tools and techniques from 
experienced foster and adoptive parents.

4. Keep on keepin’ on.  Intentional parents need fuel to keep 
going no matter the obstacles.  We must find others who are 
walking our path.  To be understood and accepted gives us 
strength to build and maintain our child’s safety net.  Keepin’ 
on also means that we need to measure our progress with 
a new tool—one that gives us a clear, concise picture of 
where our children are.  We also have to forgive—forgive 
ourselves as parents, forgive our support system, and forgive 
our children.  This forgiveness allows us to start over when 
needed—every day, every hour, or every minute—intentionally 
allowing healing to happen.  Of course, the most important 
thing to keep us going is hope.

The healing formula is not a series of steps followed from beginning 
to end.  We are dealing with living, growing, and feeling children, so 
our plan has to live, grow, and feel as well.  As our children reach 
new stages or have life changes, we evaluate where they are and 
make changes if needed.  In the case of two-parent families, both 
parents must present a united front in implementing the plan. 
One can’t carry it out alone, while the other is on the sidelines.  A 
division can cause children to question the safety net’s security.

Let’s Play Ball
Our children are survivors who have learned to live without a 
safety net.  As a result, they will test any new net’s strength and the 
net builders’ conviction.  To ensure the net is secure and passes 
these tests, its first row of knots must be tied strong and tight.  The 
first knot in that row is providing for basic needs.  As intentional 
parents, we must understand that when our children lost their 
primary attachment, they may have lost their assurance for those 
basic needs.  Our most basic need is food. In the minds of our 
children, food equals survival.  Thus, many of our children struggle 
with food issues.

Using the four steps in the healing formula above, let’s create a plan 
related to food:
1. To look at our stuff, we consider our own issues with food, 

weight, and body image.  We ask questions like, “Does the way 
my child looks define whether I am a good parent or not?” 

“Does my child’s overeating, undereating, or hoarding trigger 
my inadequacies or my past wounds?”  “How are the standards 
of society affecting my reactions?”  We must dig deep, face our 
stuff, get help working on it if need be, and then move it aside.

2. Next, we find all the information we can about our children 
and food.  We gather real accounts through social histories, 
case files, or court documentation, or deduce what we 
can based on knowledge of our child’s culture or other 
experiences.  We learn how neglect affects a child’s physical 
and psychological development and can result in food 
insecurity.  Then we make connections between our new 
knowledge and our child’s beliefs and choices.  This knowledge 
will help us understand that our child’s difficult behaviors are 
the symptoms of emotional wounds, not defiant, purposeful 
choices.

3. Now we need to find tools and techniques that convince our 
children that we can and will provide the food they need so 
they feel safe and worthy.  Intentional parents employ tools 
and techniques like these:
• Keep a bowl of healthy food on the table at all times and 

allow them to eat it without issue.  Do not let this bowl 
go empty.

• Never be in a position where you can’t meet their need. 
Always have food with you.  Since hunger pangs can 
trigger fears and difficult behaviors in children, carry food 
on every trip and offer snacks regularly.  

• While eating one meal, talk about what you are having for 
the next meal.  Have a menu plan your children can see.

• Have breakfast ready on the table in the morning.  Getting 
up early to make this happen will help decrease your 
child’s anxiety about whether she will be fed today.

• Include children in the task of putting away groceries. 
This experience helps emphasize that there is food in the 
home.  Choose to be okay with a little chaos and disorder 
that may arise.  

• Seat your child across from you at the table so he has the 
opportunity to connect you with the food you provided. 
Be aware of how your eyes appear, always striving for a 
soft and kind look.

4. To keep on going with the plan, we need support.  We 
surround ourselves with other foster or adoptive parents, 
committed friends and relatives, and others who can support 
the feeding plan.  And when a food strategy doesn’t work, we 
must forgive ourselves and our children, try something else, 
and hang onto hope…always!

Using our plan, we’ve begun to weave the first knot in our strong 
safety net.  We can continue to use the four steps of the formula to 
tie and maintain each knot of the safety net.  We must strengthen 
the knots until our child comes to trust them—it is an ongoing
process.

Home RUN!
When we successfully use this formula to parent our children, we 
are a healing force! It is important to remember that we don’t have 
to be perfect; we just have to be intentional parents who consider
our children’s histories and the effects of trauma.

Intentional Parenting: A Whole New Game
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Expanded Medicaid 
for Independent 
Young Adults

Beginning January 1, 2014, former foster youth became 
eligible for expanded Medicaid, until they reach the age 
of 26.  The new Expanded Medicaid for Independent 
Young Adults (E-MIYA) extends coverage to additional 
youth. 

• Youth formerly in foster care under Iowa’s 
responsibility are eligible for E-MIYA up to age 
26 without regard to income if they had federally 
funded Iowa Medicaid at age 18 and other 
requirements are met. 

• E-MIYA is available to youth who aged out of care 
prior to January 1, 2014 and had federally funded 
Iowa Medicaid when they aged out if they did not 
reach age 26 on or before January 1, 2014. 

• The youth must meet other eligibility requirements 
such as citizenship or alien status, and Iowa 
residency. 

• Kids who are already 21-26 and had been on 
MIYA: go to the self-service portal and begin the 
procedure!!! https://dhsservices.iowa.gov/apspssp/
ssp.portal

• IMPORTANT: make sure that they mark the last 
question on page 2 (previously in foster care)  of 
the application “yes” as that is the only trigger that 
the local office has to know that the youth are 
potentially eligible for EMIYA.

IFAPA NEEDS YOUR EMAIL ADDRESSES!!!
In an effort to reduce costs, protect the environment 
and most importantly, keep parents in the loop, IFAPA is 
requesting foster and adoptive parents for their e-mail 
addresses.  Parents who share their email with us, will 
receive helpful parenting articles and important updates 
from IFAPA and DHS.  Did you know IFAPA sends out a 
brief two-page weekly newsletter to families with e-mail 
addresses?  Our weekly electronic newsletters 
highlight these topics:
• Parenting children who have experienced trauma
• Handling difficult behaviors
• Talking to your child about foster care and adoption
• Parenting children with attachment issues
• Maintaining sibling connections

To receive these newsletters, email us at ifapa@ifapa.org.

D H S  PAY M E N T  S C H E D U L E
• Payments to foster families and adoptive families are available for 

worker approval on the first business day of each month.  The 
payments are mailed out of Central office two business days 
after the approval occurs.  Payments issued via direct deposit 
are issued two business days after the approval occurs, and are 
deposited into the account three banking days after issuance.

• Arrangements are made in local offices to ensure staff approves 
payments timely.

• Below is an approximate schedule for payments for the upcoming 
fiscal year.  Please know these dates can vary.  If you do not have 
your check within five days of the approximate delivery date, 
please contact your social worker or subsidy worker.  If you don’t 
know who your subsidy worker is, you can contact your local 
DHS office and you will be given contact information.

Date Payment Available 
for Worker Approval

Date Payment Would be 
Mailed if Approved on 1st 
Business Day

Date Payment Would 
be Deposited in Bank 
Account When Paid 
Via Electronic Funds 
Transfer Approved on 
1st Business Day

07/01/14 07/03/14 07/08/14

08/01/14 08/05/14 08/08/14

09/02/14 09/04/14 09/09/14

10/01/14 10/03/14 10/08/14

11/03/14 11/05/14 11/10/14

12/01/14 12/03/14 12/08/14

01/02/15 01/06/15 01/09/15

02/02/15 02/04/15 02/09/15

03/02/15 03/04/15 03/09/15

04/01/15 04/03/15 04/08/15

05/01/15 05/05/15 05/08/15

06/01/15 06/03/15 06/08/15

07/01/15 07/06/15 07/09/15

ADOPTION RESPITE
Last Chance to Use Adoption Respite!
Each adopted child who receives a subsidy is eligible to receive five days 
of respite care per fiscal year at $17 per day.  The current fiscal year for 
the Adoption Respite Program runs from July 1, 2013 to June 30, 2014. 
All respite days must be used during these dates and the form must be 
submitted no later than Friday, July 11, 2014. 

Adoption Respite Program Changes
Starting July 1, 2014, the adoption respite daily payment will increase from 
$17 per day to $20 per day.  Families will continue to receive five days per 
fiscal year.  After respite services have been provided, adoptive parents 
have typically been able to complete the adoption respite billing form 
electronically and submit through IFAPA’s website.  Starting July 1, 2014, 
IFAPA will only be able to collect paper copies of the Adoption Respite 
Billing Form and the forms must contain original signatures from the 
adoptive parent and the respite provider.  Sudsidized adoptive families living 
out-of-state will no longer be eligible for the five days of adoption respite.

ATTENTION
ADOPTIVE FAMILIES

(and foster & k inship fami l ies)
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Written By: Pam Parish (www.PamParish.com)
Our biological daughter was 11 years old when we made the 
decision to add to our family through foster care adoption.  To 
say that she was excited would be a gross understatement – she 
couldn’t wait to have a sister!  At 11 years old she was extremely 
weary of being the only child.  She had known for years that we 
couldn’t give her biological siblings.  Adoption had always been an 
option we said we “might” do someday.  So, by the time we asked 
her opinion of older child adoption through our state’s foster 
care system, she was our biggest supporter.

We did all the “right” things.  We had all the “right” talks and 
prepared her the best of our ability.  She knew it wouldn’t always 
be easy.  She knew that a new sister who would be coming into 
our home might reject her or not bond quickly.  She was ready 
for that (or at least she thought she was).  She knew that she 
would have to “share” mom and dad, not get as much “stuff.”  She 
knew it was a big change.  She was ready.  We weren’t.

Over the next 6 years, one sister would become six sisters and 
everything she thought she was prepared for was multiplied, 
by six.  Along the way, she supported every new addition to 
our home and family.  What we didn’t know, until it was almost 
too late, was that we were making big and small errors in 
communication.  The things we were leaving unsaid or saying 
incorrectly were becoming deep, dark wounds festering in her 
heart until it was too much for her to bear.  Even thinking about 
it now breaks my heart.

In conversations with other foster/adoptive parents, this question 
typically pops up, “So, be honest, how did all of this effect your 
biological daughter?”  My typical response is simple, we parent 
older teenage/young adult daughters, some with severe histories 
of abuse and trauma.  A lot of ‘stuff ’ comes with that and it 
doesn’t just effect us, it effects our entire household.  Every new 
addition requires adjustment, and everyone in the house has to 
adjust.  Trauma replicates trauma, hurting people hurt people, it’s 
part of the process.  Was she effected?  Yes, greatly.  Was some of 
it negative?  Yes.  Was some of it positive?  Yes.  Is there anything 
we, as parents, could have done differently?  Lots.

Here are two critical things that, if I had a magic wand, I would 
certainly reverse time and communicate often to our biological 
daughter. 

No Ma t t e r  Wha t  -  You r  P r ob l ems  S t i l l  Ma t t e r
In the day to day adjustment to a child from hard places, we can 
become focused on the trauma and pain of their past.  Any abuse 
is startling and it’s especially hard when the effects of the abuse 
are living in your home, calling you mom and dad.  We wouldn’t 
have ever told our biological daughter that her problems didn’t 
matter.  We just became so overwhelmed with the challenges 
facing our new daughter(s) that our actions spoke louder than 
our (lack of) words.

Along the way she decided that the problem she was having 
with a friend at school, or the sadness she felt because someone 
called her a name were not important enough to bother us with 
– especially compared to the trauma that her sister(s) had faced.  
It wasn’t the not telling us her problems that was the biggest 
issue.  The biggest issue was that she felt like her problems no 
longer mattered; which led her to ultimately feeling like she 
didn’t matter.

Take time to communicate to your biological children that, no 
matter how big or how small, their cares, concerns, hurts and 
worries are always important to you. 

I t ’ s  o ka y  f o r  y o u  t o  be  f r u s t r a t ed ; 
i t  d oe sn ’ t  mean  yo u  don ’ t  u nde r s t and .
Let me just say it straight, the way I wish someone had said it 
to me years ago.  Take, “…but you have to understand…,” out 
of your vocabulary.  Completely.   The statement makes your 
child feel stupid for their feelings instead of teaching them that 
frustrations are normal and expected feelings.  Our children 
understand far more than we give them credit for; they just 
sometimes need permission to be frustrated anyway.

Here’s a simple illustration of how this went really wrong in our 
home, on many occasions.  Hopefully you’ll take the better way:

Biological Child: 
“UGH!! ! ! I can’t stand __________ ! ! ! She’s always 
__________ .  And, I’m tired of it !”

Our mistaken response: 
“Well , you have to understand that __________ doesn’t 
mean to __________ .  They’ve had a lot of hurt in their l ife 
and sometimes can’t help it .  You need to show more grace.”

In essence we just said, the problem is you.  You don’t understand, 
you don’t have mercy, and you need to suck it up.

The better way: 
“ I ’m sorry you’re feel ing angry.  I understand.  What can I do 
to help?”  

This opens dialogue and gives the child an opportunity to vent, 
be angry and hopefully start to work toward understanding and 
reconciliation.

Take time to empathize when your biological child is frustrated. 
Even when the issue is one that they shouldn’t be frustrated 
about.  Their frustration alone is communicating to you that they 
need you to help calm and reassure them – not to correct their 
thinking.                              

 continued on the next page

Fostering or Adopting?

Two  C r i t i c a l  Th i ng s  B i o l o g i c a l  Ch i l d r en  Need  t o  Hea r  F r om You
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MARK JUst WAnts tO
bE PARt Of A fAMily
Mark loves the outdoors, playing sports and video games and music. 

The adults in Mark’s life say this pleasant and engaging 16 year-old excels in 
school and has even earned “Student of the Week” honors in the past.  Mark 
does a great job taking responsibility and accountability for his actions.

Mark would do best in a two-parent home or a single male parent home. 
His potential adoptive family should have a good understanding of mental 
health diagnoses and be able to provide a structured and highly supervised 
environment.  It is preferred that there are no other children in the home or 
that he is the youngest.

Mark’s DHS adoption worker will consider families only from within Iowa as it 
will be important for Mark to maintain relationships with his grandparents and 
siblings.

Mark has enjoyed living on a farm in the past and would love a family who 
could participate in activities with him.

Most of all, Mark wants
people to know he would
just like “to be adopted
and be part of a family.”  
Could you be that forever
family for Mark?  For more
information visit the Iowa
KidsNet website
(www.iowakidsnet.com).
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Psst . . . 

Pass the word along 

about foster care!
Did you know you are Iowa’s best recruitment 
resource?  As a current foster or adoptive family, you 
likely know some other people who would be great 
at foster care, too!  And, you are well-informed to 
share with them what makes being a foster parent so 
special.

As you know, Iowa always has an ongoing need for 
additional foster families, especially for those who 
can care for the needs of teens, sibling groups and 
children with special needs and behaviors.  There is 
also an ongoing need for additional African-American, 
Latino and Native American foster families.  This 
need is continual, as children continue to enter the 
system and as current families leave the system, 
often for reasons such as adoption or retiring after 
years of service.

 This summer Iowa KidsNet hopes you’ll consider 
how you can share the need for foster families.  It 
can be as simple as just introducing an Iowa KidsNet 
staff member to key groups or contacts in your local 
community.  Here are a few ideas:

• Do you belong to a faith community?  We 
would be interested in connecting with your 
worship leader, whether by sharing information 
in a bulletin or newsletter or providing a 
presentation to a larger group.

• Do you belong to a community group, such as 
Jaycees, Kiwanis or Rotary?  We would love to 
offer an educational presentation about foster 
care and the needs of children in their local area.

• Do you enjoy getting together with a small 
group for food and fun?  Consider hosting a 
“Fosterware” party!  This is a fun, informal 
way to gather a group of friends, neighbors, 
coworkers and others to learn about foster 
care.  You serve as the host, either in your 
home or at a fun location such as a coffee 
shop or restaurant, and we help provide the 
refreshments.  We bring information and games 
about foster care and answer questions in a 
casual environment.

Please contact your Iowa KidsNet support specialist 
if this interests you and ask him or her to connect 
you with the local recruitment staff in your area. 
Thank you for all you do to create positive 
outcomes for children in care, and have a great 
summer!

continued from previous page

Here’s a bonus one for you: just because they seem okay, doesn’t mean they 
are.  Our daughter has maintained straight As in school throughout the journey. 
Through deep valleys, her grades never suffered.  She’s also developed a great 
ability to mask her hurts behind expected behaviors.  If we don’t ask, we don’t 
know.  Just don’t forget that the uncertainty, anxiety and exhaustion that you 
feel – your biological child feels too.  Give them time to express it to you; and 
just because they seem okay, don’t just assume that they are – ask.

Our daughter is all the things we hoped she would be as a result of our 
family’s journey into foster care and adoption.  She’s more compassionate.  She 
understands that there is deep hurt in the world and wants to do her part to 
help.  She’s more patient.  And, she loves her sisters.  We are deeply proud of 
the young woman that she’s become.  But, we also realize that there is a lot that 
we, as her parents, could have done better throughout this journey to make her 
road a little smoother.
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IFAPA TRAININGS
Connect the Dots: Emotions to Behaviors
The children who enter your home may have 
experienced serious trauma.  While their behavior 
will often give you clues about what has happened 
sometimes this is difficult to understand and more 
difficult to manage.  Connect the Dots is a class to 
help parents understand the connections between the 
behaviors you see and the emotions your child may be 
feeling.  Using audio visuals, audience participation, real 
life vignettes and personal experiences, Christy helps 
the audience develop an understanding of how our 
experiences frame our choices and how our emotions 
affect our behavior.  (Christy Meyer) – 3 Hours

Sat., July 12 (9am-12:15pm) - FORT DODGE

How to Talk So Kids Will Listen
and Listen So Kids Will Talk
When parents can help children identify and express 
their feelings; the child is more likely to learn to 
manage his/her feelings effectively.  When a child 
develops the skills to express him/herself appropriately 
all communication even difficult communication 
becomes easier. Talking, listening and setting effective 
boundaries are essential skills for parents.  This type of 
communication becomes even more valuable when the 
parent is dealing with individuals who have experienced 
significant emotional trauma. (Christy Meyer) – 3 Hours

Sat., July 12 (1:30pm-4:45pm) - FORT DODGE

Cultivating Spirituality in Your Foster 
Youth (Even When Different from Your Own)  
As foster parents, it’s a strong possibility that a child 
will land in your home whose spiritual and/or religious 
beliefs differ from your own.  Come along on a journey 
to explore the importance of spiritual/existential 
development in one’s life and the role you can play 
in helping your foster child along his/her individual 
journey.  We’ll touch briefly on some misperceptions 
of spirituality, help you assess your own beliefs and 
values so that you can help your child identify his/
her own and offer practical tips and tools to help you 
guide your child along his/her own path.  Prerequisites:  
Open mind and genuine curiosity.  
(Rebecca Dickinson, LISW) – 3 Hours

Sat., July 19 (9am-12:15pm) - DAVENPORT
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Attachment - What Does it Really Mean?
The word attachment is thrown out a lot in the foster 
care system; however, it is often misunderstood.  We 
will discuss what attachment is and the different kinds 
of attachment, discuss Reactive Attachment Disorder 
(RAD), other attachment issues and finally explore the 
process by which attachment is created.  
(Joann Seeman Smith, PhD) – 3 Hours

Sat., Aug. 16 (9am-12:15pm) - WATERLOO

Allakazam! – Does it Take Magic to Create 
A Healthy, Positive Attachment with 
Foster and Adoptive Children? 
Secure, healthy, positive attachment is what we 
all strive for with our children; however, this can 
sometimes feel like an elusive relationship. We will 
discuss activities and interactions that you can 
engage in with your child or teenager to create that 
relationship. These activities and interactions will 
revolve around four categories that help to heal past 
relationship scars and build trust and love.  
(Joann Seeman Smith, PhD) – 3 Hours

Sat., Aug. 16 (1:30pm-4:45pm) - WATERLOO

Beyond Consequences:  
A Love Based Approach to Helping 
Children with Severe Behaviors 
This training gives the understanding to truly provide 
emotional safety for children with trauma histories.  
By revealing the connection between the body/mind 
system as it relates to trauma and stress, it reveals our 
own fears, invites us to step into our child’s internal 
world, and demonstrates how to respond to them with 
love.  Come with an open mind and heart.  
(Kim Combes, LBSW, M. Ed.) – 6 Hours

Sat., Aug. 16 (9am-4:30pm) - COUNCIL BLUFFS

Bullying - What’s a Parent to Do?
Bullying is the most common form of violence against 
young people today.  This workshop will help parents 
to better understand the issue of bullying, empower 
parents to talk with their child(ren) regarding bullying 
and guide them in what to do if their child is being 
bullied or exhibiting bullying behaviors.  
(ASK Resource Center) – 3 Hours

Sat., July 19 (1:30pm-4:45pm) - DAVENPORT
Sat., Aug. 9 (9am-12:15pm) - ANKENY
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Supporting Healthy Attachment Across 
the Developmental Spectrum
This course will empower foster and adoptive parents 
with concrete, practical tools as well as explore 
attitudes and values we can use with our youth across 
the developmental spectrum - from babies (including 
in utero) to teens and young adults.  Brain research 
from a variety of disciplines will be presented to 
enhance our understanding and validate the practices.   
There is much we can do to empower our ability to 
attach emotionally to individuals, families, groups, and 
the community—and to enhance our connection and 
success with all the children and youth in our lives.  
(Lois Smidt and Krista McCalley) – 6 Hours

Sat., Aug. 2 (9am-4:30pm) - CLINTON

Working with Birth Families
This training will look at how the foster parent/birth 
parent relationship has changed over the years and 
with that change the expectation that foster families 
become more involved with birth families to better 
work toward positive outcomes.  We will examine 
some of the modern social issues faced by birth 
families, how these barriers can impact their ability 
to succeed, the grief and loss process and how it 
affects both birth families as well as foster families, 
and strategies for working more effectively with 
birth families to achieve more positive outcomes for 
children in foster care.  (Mike McGuire) – 6 Hours

Sat., Aug. 16 (9am-4:30pm) - CEDAR RAPIDS

L.E.A.N. Start - 
Lifestyle, Exercise, Attitude, Nutrition
A comprehensive prevention plan to help children 
reach their optimal level in four pillars of health.  
The LEAN start program is based upon scientific 
research and designed by Dr. William Sears, “America’s 
pediatrician” as well as other experts in the field of 
children’s nutrition, health and fitness.  These four 
areas work together to make families healthier - at any 
age and any stage of life.  (Christine Trochesset)–6 Hours

Sat., July 19 (9am-4:30pm) - OTTUMWA
Sat., Aug. 2 (9am-4:30pm) - MARSHALLTOWN

PTSD in Children and Teens
Children, youth and families experience trauma in their 
lives that can have immediate and long-term effects 
on their ability to function at school, in the home, and 
with peers.  Untreated trauma can have long-lasting 
effects on our mental and physical health, and our 
ability to achieve success in adult life.  Participants will 
have an opportunity to identify how different factors 
and trauma impact brain and emotional development 
and will gain increased awareness of the signs and 
symptoms of PTSD in children and youth.  
(Warren Phillips, PhD) – 6 Hours

Sat., July 19 (9am-4:30pm) - CEDAR RAPIDS
Sat., Aug. 2 (9am-4:30pm) - SIOUX CITY

Real Help for Attachment Struggles
Are you struggling with raising a child who: always has 
to be in control?  Is extremely demanding or clingy?  
Turns everything into a battle?  If this sounds familiar, 
then you may be raising a child with an attachment 
disorder/reactive attachment disorder.  These children 
resist tender, loving interactions and instead focus 
on stirring up conflict as a way of controlling their 
environment.  This class will include: background 
information and probable causes, understanding 
attachment disorder, therapeutic parenting strategies, 
therapeutic respite, therapy options, personal stories, 
videos of actual clients and their families showing 
successes and changes, working with the school, 
relatives, and friends in order to stop triangulation, and 
how to end the destructive cycle of power struggles in 
order to draw kids into loving, nurturing interactions.  
(Marty Wallace, LMHC)– 3 Hours

Sat., July 12 (1:30pm-4:45pm) - CEDAR RAPIDS
Sat., July 26 (1:30pm-4:45pm) - ANKENY

800.277.8145 ext . 1 /  www. i fapa .org/tra in ing/tra in ing_reg istrat ion_form.asp

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - S AV E  T H E  DAT E - - - - - - - - - - - - -

IFAPA’S
ADVENTURELAND 

FUN DAY IS
SATURDAY, 

AUGUST 23, 2014
Find our mail order form online under

the EVENTS section of the IFAPA
website.  You can also order tickets 

online and pay by credit card.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

http://www.ifapa.org/training/training_registration_form.asp
http://www.ifapa.org/events/default.asp
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JOIN US...
In addition to our 

annual spring 

conference, IFAPA 

will begin offering 

a fall conference 

for foster, adoptive 

and kinship parents 

and social workers.  

Q
CONFERENCE LOCATION:

Ramada Hotel & Conference Center

205 West 4th Street, Waterloo

Q
IFAPA’s

Fall  Conference
Friday & Saturday, 

October 17 - 18,  2014
visit the IFAPA website
for more information 

http://www.ifapa.org/training/ifapa_conference.asp
http://www.ifapa.org/training/ifapa_conference.asp

